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ABSTRACT 12 
 13 
The cell membrane acts as a responsive interface between the cell and its surroundings. Ultimately, 14 
the diverse panel of lipids comprising the lipidome are employed to tune membrane biophysical 15 
properties for optimal function. For eukaryotes, a family of amphiphiles called sterols are crucial due 16 
to their unique capacity to modulate the order of membrane lipids. Bacteria typically lack sterols, 17 
however, some can synthesize a family of sterol-analogues called hopanoids. Hopanoids are 18 
recognized as bacterial analogs of sterols due to their chemical and biophysical similarities. Notably, 19 
hopanoids are proposed as evolutionary sterol precursors since they have been found in ancient 20 
sediments and their biosynthesis could have proceeded prior to the oxygenation of Earth’s surface. 21 
While hopanoids and sterols can both impart order to saturated phospholipids, this interaction 22 
changes vastly with the presence of a double bond in the phospholipid’s acyl chain. Here, we present 23 
a study examining how the unsaturation position along the acyl chain influences the ordering effect of 24 
sterols (cholesterol) and hopanoids (diplopterol). We found that diplopterol and cholesterol exhibit 25 
different ordering effects on unsaturated lipids, depending on the relative positions of the double bond 26 
and the methyl groups of cholesterol/diplopterol. Moreover, in the bacterium Mesoplasma florum, 27 
diplopterol's interplay with unsaturated lipid isomers modulates bacterial membrane robustness. 28 
These results reveal how subtle changes in lipid structure can influence the membrane's collective 29 
properties and introduces double bond position as a modifiable lipidomic feature that cells can employ 30 
to fine-tune their membrane for adaptation to environmental change. 31 
 32 
INTRODUCTION 33 
 34 
Most living organisms share a common construct: the cell membrane. This thin bilayer of lipids defines 35 
the cell-environment interface, facilitating the cell’s interactions with its surroundings. Not only does 36 
the bilayer layer protect against external physical and chemical perturbations, but it also serves as an 37 
organizational scaffold for cellular bioactivity. To support these functions, the membrane must 38 
modulate its biophysical properties to be simultaneously bioactive and mechanically robust. 39 
Ultimately, this is achieved through its lipid composition1. 40 
 41 
A biological membrane is made of a diverse mix of lipids, and each lipid’s distinctive structure 42 
contributes to membrane’s physical properties and functions. The main components of most 43 
membranes are phospholipids, a family of lipids with a hydrophilic head group and a hydrophobic, long 44 
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hydrocarbon chain called the acyl chain. Phospholipid acyl chain chemistry can influence membrane 45 
properties. For instance, acyl chains made of only single carbon-carbon bonds (or saturated lipids) 46 
create stiff membranes, while acyl chains with double bonds (or unsaturated lipids) make the 47 
membrane more fluid2. While each lipid’s chemistry individually contributes to the membrane 48 
properties, their collective interactions also have an impact on the emergent properties of the 49 
membrane. A prime example of this is the role of sterols in Eukaryotes. These compounds have a planar 50 
ring system which acts as a scaffold supporting their packing with phospholipids3,4. When combined 51 
with saturated lipids, these lipid makes the membrane more diffusive, facilitating biological reactions. 52 
When combined with unsaturated lipids, sterols make the membrane more densely packed and robust 53 
against physical stresses5,6. In combination, cells employ lipid unsaturation as well as the ordering 54 
effect of sterols to modulate membrane properties. 55 
 56 
Most non-eukaryotic organisms cannot synthesize sterols and must rely on other mechanisms to 57 
modulate their membrane properties7,8. Some bacteria utilize a family of compounds called 58 
hopanoids9. Hopanoids, like sterols, are tri-terpenoids and were discovered in the sedimentary record 59 
as early as 1.64 billion years ago10. Since both families are synthesized from squalene, with homologous 60 
enzymes (squalene-hopene cyclase and oxidosqualene cyclase)11–13, they share certain chemical 61 
similarities. Like sterols, hopanoids also reside within the plasma membrane and contribute 62 
significantly to membrane robustness, permeability, and resistance against abiotic stresses9,14–19. For 63 
these reasons, hopanoids are considered both bacterial and ancient sterol analogs. 64 
 65 
However, despite their similarities, hopanoids and sterols possess distinct properties. In the case of 66 
diplopterol (Dpop), a common hopanoid in bacteria, and cholesterol (Chol) a mammalian sterol both 67 
interact favorably with and condense saturated lipids, which is a diagnostic feature of lipid ordering6. 68 
However, the condensing effect of diplopterol is altered when an acyl chain unsaturation is introduced. 69 
For example, Chol condenses the unsaturated lipid 1,2-Dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine (∆9-70 
PC), while Dpop does not6,20. This observation highlighted a fundamental difference between Chol and 71 
Dpop interaction with unsaturated lipids. Interestingly, in 2020, Chwastek et al. investigated the 72 
lipidome of a hopanoid-bearing organism Methylobacterium extorquens, and found that the main 73 
unsaturation position was ∆11 instead of ∆9, with an additional ∆5 in cold-adapted lipidomes21. While 74 
the displacement of the double bond from ∆11 to ∆9 does not change the lipid individual’s melting 75 
temperature significantly22,23, the placement of the double bond has been shown to change Chol – lipid 76 
interaction in simulation and thus can affect the membrane’s collective properties24. If this is the same 77 
case for Dpop, then perhaps bacteria’s selection for double bond placement also modulates its 78 
membrane properties and could represent a mechanism of fine-tuning during temperature 79 
adaptation. 80 
 81 
This study examines how the position of a double bond in the phospholipid acyl chain influences Dpop 82 
– lipid interactions. We show that while unsaturation position modulates both Dpop and Chol 83 
interaction with unsaturated lipids, they do so in distinct ways. Molecular dynamic simulations suggest 84 
that this difference stems from Dpop’s methyl group distribution. Finally, we examine the effects of 85 
unsaturation position on Dpop/Chol–lipid interactions in the context of a biological membrane. In the 86 
bacteria Mesoplasma florum, the more favorable interaction between ∆11 and Dpop enhances the 87 
membrane’s robustness against osmotic shock. Taken together, our work highlighted the link between 88 
lipid chemistry and lipid–lipid interactions, as well as its consequence for biomembrane robustness. 89 
 90 
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RESULTS 91 
 92 
Chol and Dpop serve crucial roles in modulating membrane properties through their unique ability to 93 
influence the order of phospholipids within the bilayer. The interactions of Chol and Dpop with 94 
phospholipids can change significantly with acyl chain unsaturation, however, the effect of double 95 
bond position has rarely been discussed. We hypothesize that the position of double bonds along the 96 
phospholipid acyl chain impacts Chol/Dpop ordering, thus representing a constraint in the evolution 97 
of sterol- and hopanoid-containing lipidomes.  98 
 99 
Phospholipid area exhibits small change with varying double bond position at physiological 100 
pressures 101 
First, we investigated how double bond position influences the lipid packing density of three PC 102 
isomers with two mono-unsaturated chains with double bonds at ∆6, ∆9, ∆11 positions (Chemical 103 
structures are shown in Fig. 1A). While changing double bond position impacts lipid biophysical 104 
properties like melting temperature significantly22,23, how the packing density (e.g. area) of these 105 
individual isomers varies has not been examined in vitro. Here, we employed a lipid monolayer model 106 
system to measure lipid packing density. In brief, lipids are assembled at an air–water interface where 107 
the surface area is slowly reduced to allow rearrangement to a compressible single layer of lipids 108 
(monolayer). The increase in ordering while compressing can be observed as an increase in surface 109 
pressure, allowing an estimation of the surface area of individual lipids in a monolayer. 110 
 111 
The isotherms (surface pressure to area per lipid) of pure ∆6-, ∆9- and ∆11-PC are shown in Figure 1B. 112 
This isotherm reflects how lipid area changes from its liquid relaxed phase to a condensed phase, or 113 
from low surface pressure to high surface pressure. While values in the liquid relaxed phase might give 114 
information about miscibility, higher surface pressures (e.g. 30 mN/m) approach the pressures 115 
characteristic of biological membranes25. The differences in molecular area of the 3 isotherms were 116 
less than 3%. At 30 mN/m, the mean molecular area of ∆6-, ∆9-, and ∆11-PC were 65.3, 66.0, and 64.3 117 
Å²/molecule, respectively. This suggested ∆9-PC was the largest, followed by ∆6-PC and ∆11-PC was 118 
the smallest, in accordance with a previously reported molecular dynamics simulation26. Our result 119 
demonstrated that varying double bond placement has a meager effect on the mean molecular area, 120 
despite having a huge impact on lipid melting temperature. 121 
 122 
Both Chol and Dpop ordering are dependent on double bond position 123 
We next examined how acyl chain double bond position impacts interaction of Chol and Dpop with 124 
phospholipids. We deposited mixtures of individual PC isomers and Chol or Dpop (the corresponding 125 
isotherms are shown in Figure 2A,B). At first glance, it is visible that isotherms of the mixtures diverge 126 
more across different double bonds compared with pure lipid isotherms. The trend shows that ∆11-PC 127 
has the lowest area per lipid, while ∆6- and ∆9-PC are more similar to one another. 128 
 129 
One of the unique and diagnostic features of Chol is its ability to increase lipid packing density, which 130 
can be observed in a lipid monolayer through the so-called condensation effect27. In brief, a positive 131 
condensation effect occurs when a lipid mixture has a lower area than the area that would result from 132 
conservative mixing of the areas from the respective individual lipids. Consequently, the introduction 133 
of Chol to a phospholipid monolayer leads to a lower area of the lipid mixture than would be predicted 134 
from the observed areas of Chol and phospholipids. Condensation effects of Chol and Dpop were 135 
calculated according to the area per molecule values at 30 mN/m and reflected in Figure 2C. Here, Chol 136 
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consistently exhibited a condensing effect with unsaturated lipids regardless of the double bond 137 
position. In contrast, Dpop orders lipid isomers to a lesser extent, even negatively in the case of ∆9-138 
DOPC. The data highlight the clear differences between the ordering effects of Chol and Dpop on 139 
unsaturated lipids with varying double bond positions. 140 
 141 
While the condensation effect provides a functional readout of lipid packing efficiency, the monolayer 142 
also offers insights on how lipids interact thermodynamically through the calculation of the Gibbs free 143 
energy of interaction ∆G. ∆G reflects the affinity of 2 compounds for each other, in which the lower 144 
the ∆G, the more favorably two lipids interact28. ∆Gs were calculated in 5 mN/m intervals and shown 145 
in Figure 2D. Chol interacted most favorably with ∆11-PC showing a ∆G of -1300 J/mol, comparable to 146 
the free energy of mixing of Chol with some saturated lipids28. ∆9- and ∆6-PC interaction with Chol 147 
were comparable and roughly 30% less favorable than with ∆11-PC. This data suggests that Chol has a 148 
preference for double bonds positioned further away from the head group, however from the limited 149 
data here the relationship does not appear to be linear. In contrast, the interaction between Dpop and 150 
PC isomers diverged from those observed with Chol. The ∆6-PC and Dpop mixture yielded ∆G of 151 
approximately 0 reflecting perfect mixing. ∆9-PC had a positive ∆G indicating a repulsive interaction. 152 
Interestingly, ∆11-PC yielded a ∆G of -100k/J revealing that only ∆11-PC interacted favorably with 153 
Dpop. This trend is completely different compared with the pattern observed with Chol, piquing 154 
interest in the investigation into the forces governing these interactions.  155 
 156 
Together, these observations indicate that double bond position strongly influences the lipid ordering 157 
effect of both Chol and Dpop. While all isomers interact favorably with Chol with only some 158 
quantitative differences, that is not the case for Dpop. By moving the double bond just 2 carbons from 159 
∆11 to ∆9, the interaction changes from favorable to unfavorable, potentially destabilizing the 160 
membrane. It is thus important to gain a deeper understanding of this phenomenon as well as its 161 
consequences on biological membranes.  162 
 163 
Dpop methyl group distribution mediates interactions with unsaturated lipids 164 
While ∆9 and ∆11 are two unsaturation sites most commonly found in nature29–31, our in vitro 165 
experiments showed that they interacted completely differently with Dpop. To gain molecular insight 166 
into this variance, we performed in silico analyses using molecular dynamic simulations. We first 167 
considered the ordering effect of Dpop to individual acyl chains through the deuterium order 168 
parameter SCD

32. In brief, SCD describes the relative orientation of the C-H bond relative to the bilayer 169 
normal. Higher SCD values correspond to more ordered acyl chain conformations. 170 
 171 
To ground-truth our model results, we first considered the interaction of Dpop with saturated DPPC 172 
since this is well-characterized. Dpop orders saturated lipids comparably to Chol6. Fig 3A investigated 173 
the interaction between Dpop and DPPC (1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine) at 174 
temperatures above and below the melting transition temperature of DPPC. As the concentration of 175 
Dpop increased, both acyl chains of DPPC displayed higher order, indicating the effect of Dpop 176 
consistent with our previous experimental observations6,33. This effect was more prominently seen in 177 
the liquid rather than gel phase. Next, we considered lipids with sn-1 saturated and sn-2 unsaturated 178 
acyl chains (Fig 3B). Interestingly, Dpop showed a larger ordering effect for the saturated chain relative 179 
to the unsaturated chain, suggesting that the interaction of Dpop with lipids containing asymmetrically 180 
unsaturated acyl chains may exhibit different collective properties than with lipids containing all 181 
saturated or unsaturated acyl chains. We then considered how Dpop’s ordering effect varies with 182 
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double bond position in the unsaturated chain. In the sn-2 position, ∆11 was ordered more similarly 183 
to saturated chains than ∆9, suggesting a higher ordering of Dpop for the individual ∆11 chain. In PC 184 
with unsaturation in both acyl chains, we observed that chain position (sn-1 or sn-2) imparted little 185 
effect on ordering. Rather, the position of the double bond was critical in determining the acyl chain’s 186 
order when interacting with Dpop (Fig 3C). Ordering was higher for ∆11-PC compared with ∆9-PC, 187 
similar to what we saw in the monolayer system. 188 
 189 
In a previous simulation, Martinez-Seara et al. highlighted how PC’s double bond and Chol’s methyl 190 
group placement impacted the ordering effect24. We thus investigate the placement of PC’s double 191 
bond relative to the positions of methyl groups extending from the Dpop ring structure. We focused 192 
on the methyl groups annotated in Fig 1A due to their rleative proximity to acyl chain unsaturations. 193 
Figure 4 describes the probability of placement of π bonds and methyl group in the z-axis, vertical from 194 
the membrane plane, with 0 being the center of the hydrophobic region. Between the 2 lipid mixes, 195 
there was a displacement of individual methyl groups of Dpop, most visibly in the M1 position, 196 
suggesting Dpop–lipid interactions rearranged molecules and methyl group placement. More 197 
importantly, ∆9-PC’s double bond seemed to align with methyl group M2, while ∆11-PC double bond 198 
did not co-localize with other methyl groups. Given a repulsive Van der Waals forces between the π 199 
bond and the methyl group, this alignment might explain the reduced condensing effect observed for 200 
∆9-PC, while Dpop and ∆11-PC interacted more favorably. This interplay between lipid structure and 201 
membrane biophysics provides insights that could be extended to other sterols and hopanoids, 202 
possibly laying a path for predicting how hopanoid/sterol and phospholipid structure collectively 203 
influence membrane properties. 204 
 205 
Dpop different interaction to unsaturation sites affect Mesoplasma florum susceptibility to osmotic 206 
shock 207 
So far, we have established that the interaction of Dpop with phospholipids changes across double 208 
bond isomers. To investigate how this variation in lipid–lipid interaction can affect biomembrane 209 
properties, we employed Mesoplasma florum as a living model system. M. florum is a Mollicute with 210 
no cell wall and a minimal genome34–36. With limited machinery, Mesoplasma cannot synthesize its 211 
own lipids and relies on supplemented lipids from the media, offering a straightforward way to 212 
manipulate its lipidomes. Previously characterized as Acholeplasma, this bacterium is not sterol-213 
dependent37. By introducing either ∆9- or ∆11-PC to its lipid diet, we can create two identical biological 214 
membrane systems differing only in their unsaturation site. We then investigated this system to 215 
explore the effect of lipid–lipid interactions on a cellular scale. 216 
 217 
Traditionally cultured with an undefined lipid diet in serums, we first test Mesoplasma's ability to grow 218 
in a defined lipid diet comprised of egg sphingomyelin, palmitic acid, and the addition of either Dpop 219 
or Chol, and ∆9- and/or ∆11-PC. Figure 5A displays the cellular lipid content, indicating that Dpop/Chol 220 
were incorporated into the cell. We measured Mesoplasma’s growth through the proxy of media pH 221 
acidification with phenol red signal38. The growth rate recorded in Figure 5B suggested all diets 222 
sustained Mesoplasma florum’s growth. Mesoplasma grew faster when supplemented with ∆9-PC 223 
rather than ∆11-PC, in both combinations with Dpop or Chol.  224 
 225 
Since Chol ordering of unsaturated lipids has previously been associated with membrane robustness, 226 
we tested Mesoplasma membrane robustness with osmotic shock. Live cells were harvested and 227 
resuspended in hypoosmotic conditions. As water from outside the cell rushes inwards to equilibrate 228 
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osmolarity, the cell expands and the membrane is stressed and ruptures. This rupture then exposes 229 
cellular DNA to propidium iodide, a  dye that cannot penetrate intact membranes, but which fluoresces 230 
when it interacts with DNA. By quantifying the fluorescence intensity, we estimated the fraction of 231 
cells lysed due to osmotic shock, and consequently assayed membrane robustness. Figure 5C shows 232 
the cell’s susceptibility to osmotic shock when supplied with different lipid diets. When cells were 233 
supplied with Chol, the addition of ∆9- or ∆11-PC did not produce significant changes in cellular 234 
robustness. However, cells fed with ∆9-PC and Dpop exhibited higher susceptibility that cells fed with 235 
∆11-PC and Dpop. This data suggested that Dpop and ∆9-PC unfavorable interaction counteracts 236 
Dpop’s ability to bolster membrane robustness. 237 
 238 
DISCUSSION 239 
 240 
Most organisms require unsaturated lipids for membrane fluidity. Several desaturation pathways have 241 
evolved to synthesize double bond positioned at ∆9 or ∆1129–31. While these two double bond positions 242 
might be selected due to their significant effect in lowering lipid melting temperature (from the fully 243 
saturated phospholipid)22,23, the biological distinctions between the two positions remain elusive. Why 244 
would life have evolved two different pathways for lipids with nearly identical properties? Our study 245 
first investigated the area and packing density of individual unsaturated lipid isomers. While ∆9-PC 246 
displayed a larger area per lipid than other PC isomers, the change was small, consistent with previous 247 
simulations26. Similarly lipid packing density showed negligible changes, suggesting that a key 248 
difference might lie in the interaction with other lipids. 249 
 250 
Cholesterol and diplopterol are both prevalent lipids, accounting for more than 40% of their respective 251 
membrane lipidomes21,39. Our data suggested both these components interact with unsaturated lipids 252 
in a double bond position-dependent manner. While cholesterol condenses all unsaturated isomers, 253 
diplopterol can only condense ∆11-PC, albeit less potently than cholesterol. Further simulations 254 
suggest this difference stems from the interaction of the isoprenoid’s methyl group and the 255 
phospholipid’s double bond. For diplopterol, its interaction with unsaturated lipids is significantly 256 
hindered by having multiple methyl groups extending from both sides of the cyclic ring, similar to 257 
biosynthetic precursor to cholesterol, lanosterol40–43. Notably, when the double bond resides in ∆9 258 
position, and its distribution overlaps with the methyl group M2, it prevents effective diplopterol 259 
packing, resulting in a stark contrast between diplopterol’s repulsive interaction with ∆9-PC and 260 
favorable interaction with ∆11-PC.  261 
 262 
From these observations, we hypothesize that the differentiation between ∆9 and ∆11 might be the 263 
most significant in hopanoid-bearing organisms. We probed this lipid–lipid interaction in the bacteria 264 
Mesoplasma florum and found that the favorable interaction of ∆11-PC and diplopterol enhanced 265 
membrane resilience to osmotic shock compared to ∆9-PC. This is an indicator of a more robust 266 
membrane against physical stress, as well as a potential mechanism for osmoadaptation, which 267 
hopanoids were previously shown to play a critical role in soil and plant associated bacteria44,45. Indeed, 268 
multiple hopanoid-bearing bacteria have ∆11 as the monounsaturation site29, instead of ∆9 in 269 
eukaryotes. Our observations, however, show that this preference is not crucial for cholesterol-bearing 270 
organisms. Cholesterol exhibits efficient packing with all isomers tested, leading to comparable 271 
membrane robustness against osmotic shock. This might difference might have alleviated any 272 
evolutionary selection against ∆9 in early sterol-bearing organisms, providing more flexibility to 273 
produce lipids with double bond positions optimized for orthogonal lipid-lipid or lipid-protein 274 
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interactions. Our results, therefore, suggest that a transition from hopanoid to sterol-containing 275 
lipidomes could have widened the chemical landscape available for cells to explore in assembling their 276 
membranes.  277 
 278 
The acyl chain’s double bond position can provide benefits in other cellular contexts as well. we 279 
previously observed that when challenged with extreme cold temperatures (e.g. below 15 C) 280 
Methylobacterium extorquens introduces a double bond in the ∆5 position21. Considering that the ∆5 281 
unsaturation would have a negligible effect on the fluidity of the membrane, it was not clear why M. 282 
extorquens would employ this modification during cold adaptation. Our current observations indicate 283 
that a ∆5 unsaturation could disrupt diplopterol ordering thereby compensating for reduced fluidity at 284 
lower temperatures. This phenomenon introduces a potential mechanism for membrane fine-tuning 285 
membrane fluidity via diplopterol–lipid interactions. 286 
 287 
In summary, our research elucidates how the placement of phospholipid unsaturation modulates the 288 
condensing effect of cholesterol or diplopterol, and potentially other sterols and hopanoids. These 289 
lipid-lipid interactions influence membrane properties such as robustness, potentially introducing 290 
selection pressures on the position of double bonds dictated by the reliance on either sterols or 291 
hopanoids as ordering lipids. Moreover, shifting double bonds along the acyl chain can fine-tune 292 
membrane properties for adaptation to environmental conditions such as cold temperature or osmotic 293 
stress. Our findings emphasize the complexity of lipid-lipid interactions and underscore how subtle 294 
structural variations in lipids can influence collective membrane properties. 295 
 296 
METHODS 297 
 298 
MATERIALS 299 
∆6-, ∆9-, ∆11-PC and egg sphingomyelin were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids. Chol and palmitic 300 
acid were purchased from Sigma, and Dpop from Chiron. Stock concentrations of lipids were measured 301 
by phosphate assay. Chol and Dpop were weighed out on a precision scale and solubilized in a known 302 
volume of chloroform. 303 
 304 
MONOLAYER 305 
Chloroform solutions of pure lipids and mixtures were prepared at 0.2 mg/mL lipid concentrations. 306 
Monolayers were prepared by injecting 15-30 µL of lipid solution onto an aqueous subphase 307 
maintained at 25°C by a built-in temperature-controlled circulating water bath. The subphase was 308 
comprised of 10 mM Hepes, 150 mM NaCl, pH to 7. Isotherms were recorded using a 70 cm2 teflon 309 
Langmuir trough fitted with a motorized compression barrier equipped with pressure sensor (Kibron 310 
DeltaPi). 311 
The mean molecular area (MMAs) for each mixture were estimated from the averages of isotherms 312 
from three monolayers that were prepared independently. Data were rounded down to the nearest 313 
neighbor for condensation effect and free energy calculation. All isotherms were fitted to a regression, 314 
and statistical significance was tested using manova with the 2 coefficients. 315 
The condensation effect was calculated as follows:  316 

c = 100 − 𝐴𝐴0
X1A1 + X2A2

 (%) 317 
Where c = % condensation, Ao = the MMA of the lipid mixture, X1, X2 = the mole fraction of lipid 1 and 318 
2 in the mix, and A1, A2 = the MMAs of lipid 1 and 2 at surface pressures 30 mN/m. Error bars were 319 
produced based on error propangation. 320 
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The ΔG was calculated by integrating the areas of lipid mixtures over pressures Π = 5, 10, 15, 20, and 321 
25 mN/m according to Grzybek et al25. Error bars were produced based on error propagation. 322 
 323 
DIPLOPTEROL MODEL DEVELOPMENT  324 
A CHARMM compatible model for diplopterol (Dpop) was developed using the automated atom typing 325 
and parameter assignment pipeline CGenFF.30 Charmm topology and parameter files are provided as 326 
Supplemental Material.  327 
 328 
SIMULATION COMPOSITION AND CONSTRUCTION 329 
Simulation systems contained either DOPC or POPC (unsaturation at either the ∆6,  ∆9, or ∆11 position) 330 
and one of either Dpop or Chol. All initial configurations were built using the CHARMM-GUI 331 
webserver.47–49 Systems containing atypical unsaturated chains (∆6 or ∆11) were generated by first 332 
building a binary mixture of the corresponding ∆9 lipid (DOPC or POPC) with either Dpop or Chol, then 333 
“mutating” the unsaturated chain(s) to move the double bond to the appropriate position, using a 334 
Charmm script provided by the Klauda Lab (Univ. of Maryland; script provided in Supplemental 335 
Materials). 336 
 337 
All simulations contained approximately 550 lipids per leaflet and at least 50 TIP3P50 water molecules 338 
per lipid. All lipids were modeled with the CHARMM36 force-field,51 except Dpop which was modeled 339 
using CGenFF as described above. Initial dimensions in the membrane plane were about 17.5 nm x 340 
17.5 nm, containing approximately 270,000 atoms. Initial structures of 1,2-Dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-341 
phosphocholine (DOPC) and 1-Palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) were 342 
constructed using CHARMM-GUI. Simulations box sizes used 50 water molecules per lipid using TIP3 343 
water.  344 
 345 
Eight different binary mixtures were simulated: Δ6-DOPC: Dpop, Δ9-DOPC: Dpop, Δ11 DOPC: Dpop, 346 
Δ9-POPC: Dpop, Δ11 POPC: Dpop, Δ6-DOPC:Chol, Δ11-DOPC:Chol, and Δ11-POPC:Chol. Each binary 347 
mixture was simulated at four different compositions: 95:5, 85:15, 70:30, 50:50. Each binary system 348 
was simulated for 500 nsec of production simulation as described below. 5 additional controls were 349 
simulated without any sterol or hopanoid, each for 50 nsec of production simulation as described 350 
below: Δ6-DOPC, Δ9-DOPC, Δ11-DOPC, Δ9-POPC, Δ11-POPC.  351 
 352 
EQUILIBRATION AND PRODUCTION SIMULATIONS 353 
Each system was prepared individually for production simulation through a series of 6 minimization 354 
and heating steps as provided by the CHARMM-GUI equilibration protocol: (i) steepest descent to 355 
minimize the initial configuration; (ii) 125,000 steps of leapfrog dynamics with a 1 fsec timestep and 356 
velocities reassigned every 500 steps; (iii) 125,000 steps of leapfrog dynamics with a 1 fsec timestep, 357 
pressure controlled by the Parinello-Rahman barostat52 and velocities reassigned every 500 steps, then 358 
a total of 750,000 steps of leapfrog dynamics with a 2 fsec timestep and hydrogen positions 359 
constrained by LINCS,53 pressure controlled by the Parinello-Rahman barostat,52 and velocities 360 
reassigned every 500 steps. During equilibration, double bonds were restrained in the cis configuration 361 
to prevent isomerization; these restraints are gradually reduced during the final three stages of the 362 
equilibration protocol. Production simulations (NPT ensemble) were integrated with leapfrog using the 363 
Parinello-Rahman52 barostat to control pressure (time constant 5 psec; compressibility 4.5e−5 bar−1; 364 
coupled anisotropically to allow independent fluctuation of the in-plane and normal directions) and 365 
temperature controlled using Nose-Hoover54,55 (time constant 1 psec) at a temperature of 298 °C. 366 
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Hydrogens were constrained with LINCS (expansion order 4), a 2 fsec timestep was used, short range 367 
electrostatics were computed directly within 1.2 nm, and long-range electrostatics were computed 368 
every timestep using particle mesh Ewald56,57 with a grid spacing of 1 Å and cubic interpolation. Long 369 
range dispersion was smoothly truncated over 10-12 nm using a force-switch cutoff scheme. 370 
Simulations that included DPOP used Gromacs 2020.4, while simulations that included were run on a 371 
different resource and used Gromacs 2018.3.  372 
 373 
CALCULATION OF SIMULATION OBSERVABLES 374 
The angle between either Dpop or Chol and the membrane normal, defining the orientation of both 375 
by a vector from atom C24 to atom O3 (see Supplemental Figure SXX). The locations of methyl groups 376 
in Dpop or Chol along the direction normal to the membrane were recorded and compiled into 377 
histograms with a bin size of 0.87 Å. Deuterium order parameters were obtained from the simulations 378 
via 𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 1

2
⟨3𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐2(𝜙𝜙)− 1⟩, where 𝜙𝜙 is the angle between the C-H bond vectors along the 379 

hydrocarbon chain. They were computed with the orderparam2.tcl script produced by Justin 380 
Gullingsrud.  The area per lipid was calculated using the Voronoi construction implemented in 381 
MEMBPLUGIN.58 The location of each lipid is defined by the center of geometry of the C2, C21, and 382 
C31 atoms and the location of the Chol/ Dpop was defined by the O3 atom, and then a Voronoi 383 
construction is built around these points in the plane parallel to the membrane surface. 384 
 385 
CELL CULTURE 386 
Mesoplasma florum L1 strains were grown in a modified, lipid-free SP4 media with components as 387 
follows (per 1L): Bacto Tryptone 10g, Bacto Peptone 5.3g, PPLO 3.5g, BSA 5.95g, Yeastoleate 2g, D-388 
Glucose 5g, sodium bicarbonate 3.15g, L-Glutamine 0.05g, Penicillin G-sodium salt 0.645g, phenol red 389 
11 mg/L, pH to 7.0 and filtered. Lipid diet was added separately prior to passaging at concentration: 390 
Dpop, Chol 5 mg/L, egg sphingomyelin 25 mg/L, palmitic acid 10 mg/L, ∆9- and ∆11-PC 12.5 mg/L for 391 
the corresponding diets. Cells were grown in glass flasks and incubated at either 30°C with shaking at 392 
60 rpm. Growth was recorded using phenol red media pH detection through absorbance at 562nm 393 
using a 10mm cuvette (DeNovix DS-11 FX+). Growth rate was defined as negative of the slope of the 394 
linearly fitted trendline in the indicative range of phenol red (OD562nm from 0.75 – 0.4). 395 
 396 
MEMBRANE INCORPORATION 397 
Cells were collected in early exponential stage and centrifuged (5000 rcf, 7 min, 30°C). Supernatant 398 
were discarded and cell pellet was washed with wash buffer (200 mM NaCl, 25 mM HEPES, 1% glucose, 399 
pH 7.0) and centrifuged (5000 rcf, 7 min, 30°C). The collected pellet was then subjected to a Bligh Dyer 400 
extraction59. Briefly, the pellet was homogenized in a mixture of water:chloroform:methanol in 0.8:1:2 401 
ratio and sonicated for 2 minutes. Subsequently, water and chloroform were added in 1:1 ratio. The 402 
mixture was sonicated for 2 minutes, and centrifuged at 2000 rcf for 30 seconds in a mini centrifuge 403 
to promote phase separation. The lower, organic fraction containing lipids was collected and 404 
transferred to a fresh tube. The total lipid extract was then deposited on a silica gel plate (Supelco) 405 
and placed in a glass chamber. Chromatography was first performed using chloroform as the running 406 
phase, then chloroform:methanol:water (65:35:4) as the running phase to half plate length. After the 407 
run, the plate was dried and stained using 8 % copper sulphate in 3% phosphoric acid solution and 408 
heated until visible bands were observed. Images were captured using a GelDoc (Biozym Azure c600) 409 
and analysed using ImageJ. 410 
 411 
MEMBRANE OSMOTIC SHOCK 412 
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Cells were collected in early exponential stage and centrifuged (5000 rcf, 7 min, 30°C). The collected 413 
pellet was resuspended in a serial dilution of 0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100% of wash buffer (200 414 
mM NaCl, 25 mM HEPES, 1% glucose, pH 7.0). The suspension was stained with 10 uM propidium 415 
iodide and added to a 96-well plate. Fluoresence emission was recorded using a Tecan Spark 416 
fluorescence reader, with excitation at 529 – 549 nm and emission at 609 – 629 nm. The fraction of 417 
cell lysed was calculated by normalizing the signal of each sample to the 0% and 100% wash buffer 418 
sample. 419 
 420 
  421 
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Fig 1. (A) Chemical structure of di-unsaturated PC isomers, Chol and Dpop and (B) Isotherms of the
corresponding lipids at 20 °C, *** (F=12.4, p < 0.0005).

Fig 2. PC isomers interact differently with Chol and Dpop. While Chol ordering of PC increases as
double bond position is shifted further from the headgroup, Dpop only exhibits an ordering effect with
∆11-PC. (A) Isotherms of PC isomers mixed with Chol (2:1) at 20°C. ** (F=7.75, p < 0.005) manova (B)
Isotherms of PC mixture with Dpop (2:1) at 20°C. ** (F=8.18, p < 0.005) manova (C) Condensing effect of Chol
and Dpop calculated the ordering effect on PC isomers at high surface pressure (30 mN/m). Error bar
represents standard deviation. n.s (p > 0.5) * (p < 0.05) unpaired t-test (D) Energy of interaction (∆G) of lipid
pairs during compression. Error bar represents standard deviation. n.s (p > 0.5) * (p < 0.05) ** (p < 0.005)
unpaired t-test.
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o ∆9-PC - sn1, sn2
* ∆11-PC - sn1, sn2

o PC 16:0/18:1 ∆9
* PC 16:0/18:1 ∆11

o DPPC 303K - sn1, sn2
* DPPC 320K - sn1, sn2

A B C

Fig 3. Molecular dynamic simulations show Dpop orders 18:1 ∆11 more efficiently than 18:1 ∆9. (A)
Dpop ordering effect with saturated DPPC were confirmed by SCD. (B) Dpop ordered saturated chains most
efficiently, then 18:1 ∆11 and the least for 18:1 ∆9. (C) Dpop’s ordering effect was similar regardless of sn
chain position, but depended on double bond position, with ∆11 a greater ordering effect than ∆9.

Fig 4. Overlapping distribution of Dpop’s methyl groups and PC’s double bond correspond to a
reduced ordering effect. (A) The double bond in ∆9-PC overlaps with Dpop M2, preventing efficient lipid
packing. (B) No Dpop methyl group overlap with the double bond of ∆11-PC.
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Fig 5. Dpop and ∆11-PC enhance robustness of Mesoplasma florum to hypoosmotic shock compared
with Dpop and ∆9-PC. (A) Chol and Dpop were incorporated into Mesoplasma membranes according to their
respective diets (B) Growth rate of M. florum on different diets. ** (F=24.4, p < 0.005) * (F=10.6, p < 0.05)
Analysis were performed using one-sided anova with Tukey post hoc test (C) Membrane robustness reflected
by the fraction of cell lysed when subjected to hypoosmotic shock. n.s (F=1.47, p<0.5) ** (F=16.6, p < 0.005)
Analysis were performed using one-sided anova with Tukey post hoc test.
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